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The Role of Assessment

Assess Student 
Understanding 

Modify Instruction 
based on Current 
State of Student 
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Instruction 
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Cognitive Diagnostic Assessment

 Achievement Tests
 Measure student ability on a unidimensional scale
 Provide correct/incorrect results

 Error Analyses
 Identify procedural errors
 Instruction can focus on correct algorithms and processes

 Diagnostic Assessment
 Explore cognitive processes underlying responses- misconceptions 

or under-developed reasoning
 Provide a method for teachers to explore why students struggle 

with concepts or get items incorrect
 Instruction can focus on improving conceptual understanding
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A Word about Our Use of the Word 
Misconception…
 Misconception is used to represent:
 Flawed preconceptions
 Underdeveloped reasoning
 Traditional misconceptions
 Any systematic source of difficulty that students 

have in their reasoning.
 Targeted instruction can be used to help 

students refine, reorganize, or build upon their 
knowledge to overcome misconceptions.
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DAA and DGA- A Systems Approach

1. Test Items
 Each item has multiple response options:
 Correct response
 Distracter responses
 Misconception responses

 Students who select 40% or more of the misconception 
responses were classified as having the misconception.

 10-12 items for each misconception
 Each test/item is scored two ways: ability and misconception

2. Performance Reports
 Ability Report
 Diagnostic Misconception Report

3. Instructional Resources
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Development of Diagnostic Assessments

1. Develop items
 DAA- Closed-Response
 DGA- Open-Response Items

2. Pilot items and select a subset of the best-performing items
3. Develop instructional resources
4. Validity Testing

 Content-Related- Do the items represent the domain?
 Construct-Related- Do the items measure what we think?

 Transference tasks and interview teaching with cognitive probes
 Criterion-Related- Do the items give consistent information?

 Classroom assessments, teacher predictions, standardized test items
 Consequential-Related- What are the consequences of the results?

5. Efficacy test of the complete intervention
 Assessment
 Diagnostic Reports
 Instructional Resources

DGA
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DAA- Concept of a Variable 
Misconception
 Students fail to understand the role of letters in equations
 Students interpret letters in equations as labels referring to 

concrete objects
 Students assign a concrete numerical value to a letter intended to 

represent a variable

M is a positive whole number. How
many possible values can 10m have?

A. 5
B. 10
C. 20
D. Infinitely many

D is correct response
B is misconception response 

which represents assigning the number
10 to the letter representing a variable
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DAA- Equality Misconceptions

 Students associate = with a command to perform an operation 
instead of expressing a symmetric transitive relation between the 
expressions on the left and right side

 Students have difficulty with the idea that adding or subtracting 
the same amount from both sides of an equation maintains 
equality

8 + 4 = [ ] + 5

A. 6
B. 7
C. 10
D. 12

B is correct response
D is misconception response 

which represents adding 8+4
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DAA- Graphing Misconceptions

 Students have difficulty in interpreting the graph of a real world 
situation

 Students confuse slope and height

Which provider has the 
lowest per-month cost?
A. Simple.com

B. Call.com

C. At less than 5 hours per month, 
Simple.com has the lower per-month cost.  
At more than 5 hours per month, Call.com 
has the lower per-month cost.

D. At less than 5 hours per month, Call.com 
has the lower per-month cost.  At more 
than 5 hours per month, Simple.com has 
the lower per-month cost.

B is correct response
C is misconception response 

with slope/height confusion
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DGA- Shape Properties Misconception

 Students have difficulties when reasoning with Concept 
Images without Concept Definitions

 Students can identify prototypical examples of shapes
 Students might consider orientation and proportion as 

characteristic of the shape Misconceivers may 
say no to 
rectangle, square, 
rhombus, or 
rotated 
parallelograms.
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DGA- Transformation Misconception

 Students have difficulties when not transforming 
every point in a plane

 Most problematic with distant points of rotation or 
distant lines of reflection

B is correct response
D is the misconception response where

students slide a figure to a distant point of rotation
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DGA- Measurement Misconception

 Students have difficulties in mentally 
structuring space and connecting structured 
space to measurement formulas

D is correct response
C and E are misconception 

responses that plug in
numbers without connecting
formulas to structured space
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Assessment Interface
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Performance Reports - Overview
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Performance Reports - Detailed
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Instructional Resources- Interpretive 
Summary of Misconception
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Instructional Resources-
Student Artifacts 
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Instructional Resources- Lesson Plans
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Instructional Resources- Learning 
Activities
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DAA- Pilot Efficacy Study

 Validity Testing
 Results: classification consistency ranged from .73 to .87

 Four-group cluster-randomized controlled trial
 Full intervention

Test, Ability Reports, Diagnostic Reports, Instructional Resources
 Control

Test, Ability Reports
 Partial intervention

Test, Ability Reports, Diagnostic Reports
 Partial intervention

Test, Ability Reports, Instructional Resources
 Pre-test, Intervention (three weeks), Post-test

 10-12 items per misconception test
 Sample

 n = 44 teachers, 905 students
 Grades 6-12
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DAA- Characteristics of Pre- and 
Post-Tests

Misconception Reliability- Ability
Reliability-

Misconception
Factors Loadings

Concept of a 
Variable

0.96 0.85 0.3-0.7

Equality 0.95 0.86 0.3-0.9

Graphing 0.90 0.71 0.5-0.8
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DAA- Pilot Study Results

 Prevalence of Misconceptions
 Concept of a Variable- 14%
 Equality- 11%
 Graphing- Slope– 12%

 Effect sizes were calculated for standardized comparisons of post-test 
means

 Ability
 Full intervention had higher ability than three other groups (.76sd Partial- Reps, 

.91sd Partial- Instrc, .81sd Ctrl)
 Full Intervention and Partial- Instrc had higher ability than Partial- Reps and Ctrl 

(.36sd)
 Misconception

 Full Intervention had lower misconception scores than three other groups  (.63sd 
Partial- Reps, .80sd Partial- Instrc, .72sd Ctrl)

 Full Intervention and Partial-Instrc had lower misconception scores than Partial-
Reps and Ctrl (.30sd)

 Full results and HLM Results: Russell, M., O’Dwyer, L. M., & Miranda, H. 
(2009). Diagnosing students' misconceptions in algebra: Results from an 
experimental pilot study. Behavior Research Methods, 41, 414-424.
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Conclusions

 Diagnostic assessments identify underlying cognitive 
difficulties in algebra and geometry.

 Diagnostic assessment results, combined with 
targeted instructional resources, can help refine and 
improve student understandings and misconceptions.

 Diagnostic assessments should be designed to be 
easily integrated into classroom instruction.
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